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THE ENERGY OF CONJUGATE GRAPH OF A DIHEDRAL GROUP 

 

 

Abstract 

Let 
C

D n2
 and     denote the conjugate graph of a dihedral group of order 2n ( n ) and the 

energy of a graph respectively. The sum of the absolute values of the eigenvalues of an 

adjacency matrix's eigenvalues is the energy of a graph. In this paper, we use group 

representation of a dihedral group of order 2nwith its conjugacy classes to explicitly design 

admissible conjugate graphs. We further introduced the general formula for the energy of 

conjugate graphs of dihedral groups in various circumstances. Also, we deduced the general 

formula for the conjugate graph of generalized dihedral groups of order 2n depending on the 

nature of n. 

Keywords: Dihedral group, adjacency matrix, conjugacy class, conjugate graph, energy of a 

graph. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

The application of group theory to graph theory has been the subject of numerous studies 

over the years. The aspect of conjugate graph was first introduced by Erfanian and Tolue 

(2013) and researches in this aspect commenced since then. These researches ultimately 

extended to calculating the various energies of the conjugate graphs. It was remarked in 

Woods (2013) that Gutman was the first to interpret the energy of a generic simple graphs in 

1978 after getting inspired by Huckel's Molecular Orbital Theory introduced in 1930. This 

discovery by Huckel has found application in Chemistry in the aspect of calculating the 

energy associated with π−electron orbital in conjugated hydrocarbons. A further analysis on 

Huckel's work was undertaken in Gunthard and Primas (1956) where they discovered that 

Huckel's technique is actually based on the first-degree polynomial of a graph matrix. 
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In one development, Pirzada and Gutman (2008) displayed that a graph’s energy cannot be 

the square root of an odd integer. Further, Mahmoud et al. (2017) came up with a formula for 

the energy of a non- commutating graph of a dihedral group. Moreover, Mahmud et al. 

(2021) computed the energy of the conjugate graph of some finite Metabelian groups of order 

less than 24. Furthermore, Kinkar et al. (2020) present some lower and upper bounds on the 

energy of a chain graph G, as well as demonstrating that the star provides the minimal energy 

of connected chain graphs of order  . And recently, Yinzhen et al. (2021) obtain some upper 

and lower bounds on the energy and Laplacian energy of chain graphs by comparing 

algebraic connectivity, where they achieve the maximal Laplacian energy among all 

connected bicyclic chain graphs. 

 In this paper, we focus our attention on the dihedral group of order   . 

This paper is subdivided into three (3) sections. In the second section we present existing 

definitions and results which will ultimately give light for understanding the results of this 

work. We present in the third section the findings of this work. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

We present in this section preliminary definitions and results. We shall find these definitions 

and results instrumental in the next section. Some of these definitions can be found in any 

textbook on Algebra. 

 

 

Definition 2.1 

Let   be a finite group and   be its normal subgroup. The factor group of   modulo   is a 

group defined by             . 
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Definition 2.2 

The group of all symmetries of a regular polygon with   vertices is known as the dihedral 

group,    . The group is of order   (   ).    is defined in the following way 

                             

 

Its elements is presented below 

                                

Definition 2.3 

Let  be a group and      . The commutator of a and b denoted by       is the element  

                   

Definition 2.4  

Let G be a finite group and let   ,   be elements in G. The elements   ,   are said to be 

conjugate if         
  for some   in  . The set of all conjugate elements of    is called 

the conjugacy class of    . 

Definition 2.5 

Let G be a finite group. The centre of  denoted Z(G) is defined by: 

                      

The centre of  is a subset of elements in G that commute with every element of G.  

Definition 2.6 

Suppose G is a group, two elements   and   of G are conjugate if there exists an element   in 

  with          .  

 

Definition 2.7 

Let G be a finite group. Then the conjugacy class of the element   in   is given as: 

                            . 
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Definition 2.8 

A pair consisting of a set   of vertices and a set   of edges labeled as Γ =       is called a 

graph. The elements of   are the lines that combine two elements of  . 

Definition 2.9 

A complete graph is a simple graph in which every pairs of distinct vertices are adjacent. The 

complete graph with n vertices is denoted as   . 

Definition 2.10 

Let G be a finite non-abelian group with centre       The conjugate graph is a graph whose 

vertices are non-central elements of G in which two vertices are adjacent if they are 

conjugate. 

Preposition 2.1 

Let G be finite group and let a and b be elements of G. a and b are said to be conjugate if they 

belong to precisely one conjugacy class. That is Cl(a) and Cl(b)are equal. 

Theorem 2.2 (Samaila et al (2013)) 

Depending on the parity of  , the conjugacy classes in the dihedral group     are as follows: 

1.                  
   

     
   

 
                , if   is odd; 

2.       
 

                         
   

     
   

 
             

   

 
  

             
   

 
 , if   is even. 

 

 

3. MAIN RESULT 

We present in this section the findings of this paper.  In theresult that follows, we characterize 

the conjugate graph of a dihedral group. 
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Theorem 3.1 

Let   be a dihedral group of order 2n where          Then, the conjugate graph of    is, 

 

Γ   

    
        

   

            

        

   

      
 
    
          

  

Proof 

Suppose     is a dihedral group of order 2n and Γ   

 its conjugate graph. Now, 

Case 1:if  odd,  

By Theorem 2.2, the set of vertex of the conjugate graph is   Γ   

       , by the vertex 

adjacency of conjugate graph and by proposition 2.1, the elements are conjugate if they 

belong to one conjugate class i.e. cl(a) = cl(b). Thus,Γ   

          

   

    . 

Case 2: if   even, 

By Theorem 2.2, the set of vertex of conjugate graph is   Γ   

          by the vertex of 

adjacency of conjugate graph and by proposition 2.1, the element are conjugate if they belong 

to precisely one conjugate class i.e. cl(a) = cl(b). Thus,     

          

   

      
 
    
 . 

Example 3.1 

Let   be a dihedral group of order 6,                          and let Γ  

  be a 

conjugate graph of  . Then Γ  

         

 

 

Solution 

Following from theorem 2.2, there are five non-central elements in    and thus    Γ  

    

   By vertices adjacency of conjugate graph and proposition 2.1, the element are conjugate if 
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they belong to one conjugacy class               ,                      , the related 

vertices  are joined by an edge and form a single graph  . In the same way, the other three 

points make up a full graph of  . Hence Γ  

       .The conjugate graph ofΓ  

  is shown 

below: 

 

 

 

Fig3.1: The complete graph of        

Example 3.2 

Let   be a dihedral group of order 8,                          and let Γ  

  be a 

conjugate graph of D8. Then Γ  

           
  

Solution 

Considering theorem 2.2, there will be five non-central elements in   , thus    Γ  

      By 

vertices adjacency of conjugate graph and proposition 1, the element are conjugate if they 

belong to one conjugacy class               ,               ,                 . The 

related vertices are joined by an edge and formed three complete graph of   . Hence 

Γ  

           
 the conjugate graph ofΓ  

  is shown below:  

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.2: The complete graph of         
 . 

Example 3.3 

Let   be a dihedral group of order 22,                          and let     

  be a 

conjugate graph of D22. Then     
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Solution 

It follows from theorem 2.2 that there are five non-central elements in    , thus        

    

   And by vertices adjacency of conjugate graph and proposition 1, the element are 

conjugate if they belong to one conjugacy class 

      ,cl      ,                                                                     ,

                                                                  , the related 

vertices  are joined by an edge and form five single graph of   . In the same way, the other 

eleven points make up a full graph of K11. Hence     

           
     .The conjugate 

graph of     

  is shown below: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Remark: We remark here that it is not hard to see from the examples above that as we 

display the conjugate graph of the dihedral groups of order 2n, the size of the graph gets 

bigger in proportion to the order. 

       

       

       

       

      

        

       

       

       

       

      

 
       

 
        

 

        

 

        

 

        

 

        

 

         

 

        

 

        

 
        

 

Figure 3.3: The complete graph of         
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In what follows, we determine the eigenvalues of  the conjugate graph of the dihedral group 

of order    as well as the general formulas for its energy. We consider this in cases 

depending on the parity of  . 

Theorem 3.2 

Let   be a dihedral group of order   , where n is an odd integer such that          and 

let     

  be its conjugate graph as usual. Then the energy of the graph     

  is       

   

       

 
 for            

Proof  

Suppose   is a dihedral group of order    and     

  be its conjugate graph, then from theorem 

3.1, case 1, the conjugate graph of the group G can be expressed as a complete graphs given 

by    

          

   

      Hence, the eigenvalues of the complete graph are: 

            (with 
   

 
        ) and       (with      repeatswhere    

       ) and so the energy is       

   
       

 
. 

Example 3.4 

Let     . Then, the energy of the conjugate graph of G,  (   
) = 6. 

 Then, the adjacency matrix   for the conjugate graph  

   

        is given in the following: 

 

    A = 

 

Thus, the characteristic polynomial of   is given as in the following:  
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Hence, It is discovered that the eigenvalues are   ,     and      with  3 repeats. 

Therefore, the energy of the conjugate graph for D6 is                
   . 

Meanwhile by theorem 3.2,       

   
       

 
  = 6 

 

Example 3.5 

 =   . Then, the energy of the conjugate graph of G,  (    
) = 12. 

 The adjacency matrix   for the conjugate graph     

          
     is given in the 

following: 

 

    A = 

 

 

 

Thus, the characteristic polynomial of A is given as in the following:  

                                       

Hence, It is discovered that the eigenvalues are    ,     with 2 repeats and      with 

6repeat. Therefore, the energy of the conjugate graph for     is                 
   . 

Meanwhile by using theorem 3.1       

   
       

 
  = 12 

 

 

 

 

 

Example 3.6 
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Let G=D14. Then, the energy of the conjugate graph of G,  (    ) = 18 . 

 The adjacency matrix   for the conjugate graph     

          
    is given in the 

following: 

 

                                        A = 

 

 

 

Thus, the characteristic polynomial of A is given as in the following:  

                                         

Hence, It is discovered that the eigenvalues are    ,     with 3 repeats and      with 

9repeats. Therefore, the energy of the conjugate graph for D14 is                  
   . 

And so,      

   
       

 
  = 18 

Theorem 3.3 

Let   be a dihedral group of order    where   is even,         and let     

 be its 

conjugate graph. Then the energy of the graph     

  is       

         . 

Proof 

Suppose   is a dihedral group of order    and     

 be its conjugate graph from theorem 3.1, 

case 2, the conjugate graph of the group   is complete given by     

          

   

       
 
    
 . 

Then the eigenvalues of the complete graph are       ,                   

with multiplicity     where                   .. Hence, the energy is      

         . 

 

 

Example 3.7 
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Let G= D12. Then, the energy of the conjugate graph of G,  (    ) = 12. 

 Then, the adjacency matrix   for the conjugate graph     
          

           
  is given 

in the following: 

 

     = 

  

 

Thus, the characteristic polynomial of   is given as in the following:  

                                         

Hence, It is discovered that the eigenvalues are     with 2 repeats,     with 2 repeats 

and      with 6repeats. Therefore, the energy of the conjugate graph for D12 is  

                 
   . 

Meanwhile by using theorem 3.2.       

         = 12 

Example 3.8 

Let G = D16. Then, the energy of the conjugate graph of G,  (    ) = 18. 

 Then, the adjacency matrix A for the conjugate graph     
          

           
  is given 

in the following: 

 

 

     = 

  

 

 

Thus, the characteristic polynomial of A is given as in the following:  
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Hence, It is discovered that the eigenvalues are    with 2 repeats,     with 4 repeats and 

     with 9repeats. Therefore, the energy of the conjugate graph for D16, 

is                  
    

Meanwhile by using theorem 3.3,       

         = 18 

Example 3.9 

Let G=D20. Then, the energy of the conjugate graph of G,  (    ) = 24. 

Then, the adjacency matrix A for the conjugate graph     

          
           

 is given in 

the following: 

 

                                   A = 

 

 

 

 

Thus, the characteristic polynomial of   is given as in the following:  

                               

Hence, It is discovered that the eigenvalues are    with 2repeats,     with 4 repeats and 

     with 12repeats. Therefore, the energy of the conjugate graph for D20 is  

               
   . 

Meanwhile by using theorem 3.3.       

         = 24 

 

 

 

 

CONCLUSION  
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In this paper, we deduced the general formulas for the energy of a conjugate graph of  

dihedral groups. This formula was found to be       

   
       

 
 for an odd integer   and  

      

          for an even integer  . In the case of the conjugate graph of the dihedral 

groups of order 2n, we discovered that as the size of the graph increases in proportion to the 

order, so does the adjacency matrix A, which has a significant impact on the energy of the 

aforementioned group. 
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